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I. Introduction
The design of guidance and control systems for air-breathing hypersonic vehicles is a challenging task, due to the high complexity of the equations of motion, stemming form strong couplings between propulsive and aerodynamic effects, significant flexibility associated with the slender geometries required for these aircraft, and large model uncertainty. [1] [2] [3] For linearized versions of hypersonic vehicle models, several results are available in the literature, 1, 2, 4-8 which consider model of various complexity. Tournes et al. employed a nonlinear variable structure control approach in Ref. 9 , while several other nonlinear control approaches have been proposed for non-flexible models of more general types of vehicles. [10] [11] [12] [13] More recently, in Ref. 14 and 15, linear controllers with explicit constraints on the inputs are derived for linearized models using on-line optimization and anti-windup techniques.
Especially when flexibility effects are taken into account in the model, the equations of motion may become exceedingly complex, due to intricate interactions between the structural, aerodynamic and propulsion systems. As this happens, models derived from first principles can be used effectively only for simulations or validation purposes, whereas the control design must be performed on the basis of control-oriented of reduced complexity which approximates the behavior of a first-principle model to a satisfactory degree.
In Ref. 16 , a control oriented model is derived for the longitudinal dynamical model developed by Bolender and Doman 3 using curve fits calculated directly from the forces and moments included in the truth model. Feedback linearization techniques are then applied to the control-oriented model to derive a nonlinear controller. Even though this approach allows to achieve good tracking performance, due to the model complexity, it inevitably leads to very complicated expressions for the hight-order Lie derivatives of the Time derivative of η i h Altitude regulated outputs, and ultimately for the controller. Furthermore, it is not possible to perform a robustness analysis when model uncertainty is taken into consideration.
In this study, we take a first step toward a more general nonlinear design, not based on dynamic inversion, for a given hypersonic vehicle model. While a direct application of nonlinear control system design techniques such as backstepping 17 and forwarding 18, 19 is not applicable -since the vector field structure is neither in strict feedback form, nor in feed-forward form -some basic ideas from these techniques are used to derive the controller. Following a classic sequential loop closure approach, 20 the model dynamics have been decomposed into subsystems each of which has its own control input. In particular, the thrust is used to control the velocity of the vehicle, the angle of attack is used to control the flight path angle and the altitude, and the moment is then used to control the angle of attack/pitch rate subsystem. In each subsystem the control law is derived using a "mixed" approach based on adaptive techniques 21 and robust techniques such as the small-gain theorem for input-to-state stable systems. 22, 23 Since dynamic inversion is not applied, the controller does not depend explicitly on the model coefficients, and can in principle be designed to provide robustness with respect to parameter uncertainties and variations within a given range.
The vehicle model considered in this work is the assumed-modes version 24 of the model of the vehicle longitudinal dynamics developed By Bolender and Doman.
3, 25 Because of the complexity of this model, a control-oriented model has been developed following the approach used in Ref. 16 . The outputs to be controlled are the vehicle velocity and altitude. The control inputs are the elevator and canard deflections, and the fuel-to air-ratio of the scramjet engine. For this preliminary result, the presence of the flexible dynamics is not taken into account directly at the design level, but regarded as a perturbation on a nominal model, and its effect evaluated in closed-loop simulations.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II the first-principle model is briefly introduced, and simplified curve-fitted and control-oriented models are presented; the control law design is described in Section III, and simulation results for the curve-fitted model are given in section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with a brief summary of the results, and a discussion of further work.
II. Vehicle model
The vehicle model considered in this paper is the assumed-modes version 24 of the model originally developed by Bolender and Doman 3, 25 for the longitudinal dynamics of a flexible air-breathing hypersonic vehicle. The equations of motions, derived using Lagrange's equations and compressible flow theory, include flexibility effects by modeling the vehicle as a single flexible structure with mass-normalized mode shapes. The scramjet engine model is taken from Chavez and Schmidt.
26 Since this first-principle model is analytically intractable, a control-oriented version of the model has been derived by replacing complex expressions of the aerodynamic forces and moments with curve-fitted approximations, 16 and by retaining the first three flexible modes. In this preliminary work, the control-oriented model is used in this paper for both control design and simulation.
A. Assumed-Modes Model
The assumed-modes model 24 considered in this paper yields the equations of motion of the vehicle longitudinal dynamics written in the stability axes aṡ
where m is the vehicle mass, I yy the moment of inertia, g the acceleration of gravity, and ζ i and ω i are the damping factor and the natural frequency of the i-th flexible mode, respectively. The aerodynamic forces and moments enter (1) as lift L, drag D, thrust T , pitching moment M about the body y-axis, and the generalized elastic forces N i , i = 1, 2, 3. The model comprises five rigid-body state variables x r , six flexible states η, and four control inputs u, as defined in Table 1 :
whereas the output to be controlled is selected as y = [V, h] ′ . The equations that define the aerodynamic and generalized forces and moments (not reported here for reasons of space limitation) are quite intricate functions of the state variables, the input and the plant parameters, which do not admit a closed-form representation. The interested reader is referred to the cited references for details.
B. Curve-Fitted Model and Control-Oriented Model
The first-principle model (1) leads to equations of motion in which the relationships between control inputs and controlled outputs are not explicit. For controller design, a simplified model has been developed following the approach used in Ref. 16 . The simplified model, referred to as the curve-fitted model (CFM), approximates the behavior of the assumed-modes model by replacing the aerodynamic and generalized forces and moments with curve-fitted approximations. The resulting non-linear model offers the advantage of being analytically tractable (albeit still quite complex) and more suitable for control design, while retaining the relevant dynamical features of the first-principle model. The approximations of the forces and moments employed in the CFM are given as follows
where the thrust-to-moment coupling coefficient z T and the mean aerodynamic chordc are given constants, q denotes dynamic pressure, and
In this study, the CFM is used primarily for simulation, while for the development of the controller a control-oriented model (COM) is employed, obtained from the CFM by neglecting the flexible dynamics. As a result, the flexible dynamics are not taken into account directly at the design level, but are considered as perturbations on the COM, and their effects evaluated in simulation. Consequently, the COM comprises of the five rigid-body state variables and four control inputs. Among the available control inputs, the canard surface deflection (δ c ) will be used to decouple the lift force from the elevator, the fuel to air ratio (Φ) will be used to command thrust, and hence to control the vehicle velocity, while the elevator surface deflection will ultimately be used to control the angular dynamics through the pitch moment. Since the diffuser area ratio (A d ) will not be used as independent control input, its value will be set to A d = 1 for the remainder of the paper. Furthermore, to facilitate the development of the controller, the flight-path angle γ = θ − α will be used in place of the pitch angle as a state variable. The equations of motions for the COM are given bẏ
where
and the expression ofC T,0 (α) reads as
III. Robust/Adaptive Controller Design
The control problem considered in this paper is to track given velocity and altitude references, generated using filtered step signals to account for physical limits of performance of the vehicle. The approach we consider for control design aims at avoiding writing the model in the so-called normal form for the purpose of inverting its dynamics, as traditionally done in feedback linearization schemes. The first reason behind this choice lies in the fact that the model is non-minimum phase with respect to the input [Φ, δ e ] ′ and the output to be controlled [V, h] ′ . Apart from a weakly non-minimum phase behavior stemming from the flexible effects for the CFM, both the CFM and the COM possess an exponentially unstable zero-dynamics (with respect to the given I/O pair) due to the coupling between elevator deflection and lift. The occurrence of an unstable zero-dynamics renders a design based on dynamic inversion problematic, and may lead to poor closed-loop performance or even instability. 16 Secondarily, even a normal form based on the COM leads to a very complicated expression for the high-order Lie derivatives, which, together with the fact that a closed-form expression of the diffeomorphism is not available, render a robustness analysis intractable. For these reasons, we propose in this work a nonlinear design based on classic sequential loop-closure arguments, which uses a combination of adaptive and robust techniques and avoids resorting to dynamic inversion. The methodology proceeds by decomposing the equations of motions of the COM into functional subsystems, which are controlled separately using suitable virtual control inputs. For each subsystems, an appropriate control law is designed by taking into consideration the structure of the equations, the level of interaction with the rest of the dynamics, and the time scale of the variables to be controlled. For the slower portion of the dynamics (velocity and altitude), first a control law with adaptive drag compensation is derived for the velocity subsystem by controlling the thrust from Φ. Then, a controller for the altitude dynamics is developed using the flight-path angle as a virtual reference input. Finally, the fast angular dynamics with states [α, Q]
′ is used as a servo-controller (commanded by the pitch moment) to let γ(t) track the required virtual reference command.
Since the COM is obtained from a curve-fitted approximation of a first-principle model, it is fundamental that the control law provides robustness with respect to uncertainty on the parameters of the plant model. In developing the controller, it is assumed that all the coefficients of the COM (apart from obvious ones corresponding to physically measurable quantities or known constants) are subject to a possibly large uncertainty. In particular, the design must ensure that the control objectives (in terms of boundedness of all internal variables in closed-loop and convergence of the tracking error) are maintained for all possible values of the plant parameters and for all initial conditions ranging over given compact sets.
A. Adaptive Controller for the Velocity Subsystem
Substituting the expression of the thrust T in Eq. (3) into the first equation of the COM dynamics (2), the equation
is obtained for the dynamics of the vehicle velocity, in which the input Φ appears explicitly. Since, due to fuel consumption, the mass of the vehicle is uncertain and changes with time, we set m =m(t) · m 0 , where m 0 is the nominal mass value andm(t) is a multiplicative uncertainty. Sincem(t) changes slowly with respect to the time scale of the references to be tracked, it is considered constant during each setpoint tracking maneuver. DefiningṼ as the difference between V and the reference V ref , the dynamics of the tracking error for the vehicle velocity is written as
By introducing the vector of uncertain parameter
and defining the regressor and the input matrix equation (4) can be written in the linearly parameterized form
Functional controllability of the vehicle 16 implies that θ ′ 1 B 1 (α) = 0 for all values of α within the feasible envelope of flight conditions. This conditions is assumed to hold for all θ 1 within a given compact set Θ 1 ⊂ R 16 chosen to represent all possible variations of the considered plant parameters. The next step is to derive a certainty-equivalence controller using the Lyapunov function candidate W 1 (Ṽ ) = m 2Ṽ 2 . The Lie derivative of W 1 (Ṽ ) along the vector field defined by the right-hand-side of Eq. (5) is given bẏ
where k 1 > 0 is a gain parameter, the derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate is rendered negative definite. Replacing the uncertain parameter θ 1 with a suitable estimate vectorθ 1 , the input Φ is ultimately selected as Φ = 1
Finally, lettingθ 1 =θ 1 − θ 1 , the Lyapunov function derivative is written aṡ
The choice of the update law for the parameter estimateθ 1 , aiming at canceling the sign-indefinite terms in Eq. (7), will be postponed till later in this section. Note that to ensure non-singularity of the control law (6) over the envelope of feasible flight conditions, it suffices to constrain the estimatesθ 1 (t) to evolve within a suitable compact convex set which includes the compact set Θ 1 . This can be easily accomplished by resorting to smooth parameter projection methods in the definition of the update law. 
Choosing a reference command for the flight-path angle as
where k h > 0 is a gain parameter, the corresponding dynamics for the altitude tracking error satisfieṡ h = −k hh and thus, if the flight-path angle is controlled to follow the command γ ref , the altitude tracking error is regulated to zero exponentially fast. Note that the reference trajectory (8) is well-defined, as V > 0 in any feasible flight conditions. Next, we proceed to design a control law to let γ(t) track γ ref (t) asymptotically, using the angle of attack as a virtual control input.
In controlling the flight-path angle dynamics of the vehicle, one of the major obstacle is its non-minimum phase characteristic, due to the explicit dependence of the lift force on the control surfaces. 27 In order to eliminate this non-minimum phase behavior, the canard is used to suppress the influence of the elevator on the lift force by ganging the canard deflection to that of the elevator. Specifically, the choice
achieves direct cancelation of the elevator-to-lift contribution. To account for parameter uncertainty, the selection of the coupling coefficient between the canard and the elevator deflection can be endowed with a self-tuning mechanism. In this preliminary result, for the sake of simplicity, the choice of δ c will be kept fixed as in (9) . After compensation, the lift equation reads as
Using Eq. (10) and the first equation in (3), the dynamics of the flight-path angle can be written in the form
Defining the tracking error for the flight-path angle asγ = γ − γ ref , it follows thaṫ
The velocity and altitude reference trajectories bring the vehicle to a desired trim condition, defined as
where, in particular,
and the trim condition for Φ is determined by the steady-state value of the parameter estimatesθ *
Furthermore, we letq and α * denote respectively the value of the dynamic pressure and the angle of attack at the desired trim condition. Expanding Eq. (12) around α * , yieldṡ
and R(α − α * ) is a function vanishing at α = α * together with its first derivative. To obtain an equilibrium at trim, the following condition needs to be satisfied
Solving (15) yields the trim condition α * that enforces the equilibrium inγ = 0. In particular, it is seen that
which vanishes at trim. The value at trim for the angle of attack must necessarily be generated by the controller to maintain the desired trim condition in closed-loop. However, it is not possible to compute α * analytically using (15) , since f 0 depends on uncertain plant parameters. To overcome this problem, the system is augmented with an integrator, whose state has the purpose of reconstructing asymptotically α * in closed-loop. The integrator dynamics is given asξ
where the input v = v(γ) is chosen as a function ofγ which vanishes atγ = 0. Lettingξ = ξ − α * , the interconnection of system (14) with system (16) reads aṡ
where the angle of attack (which plays the role of a virtual control input for system (17) ) and the function v(γ) must be chosen in such a way that the equilibrium [γ,ξ] ′ = [0, 0] ′ is asymptotically stable. The desired angle of attack is chosen as
where k 2 > 0 is a gain parameter. Assuming ξ(t) → α * , the first term in the right-hand side of equation (18) enforces the equilibrium at trim, whereas the second term has a stabilizing effect, since f 1 (α * , Φ) ≫ 0 in the range of plant parameters and state variables of interest. Therefore, imposing (18) yields
whereα denotes the tracking error for the desired dynamic of the angle of attack. The control v(γ) is chosen simply as v(γ) = −k 2γ .
To proceed with the analysis, we setα = 0 and verify if there exists a choice of the gain k 2 for which the systemγ
is asymptotically stable. To this purpose, the following change of coordinates
is applied to system (20) . Since the velocity dynamics are slower than the angular dynamics, Φ(t) can be considered constant in the time scale of system (20) . As a result, it is possible to consider the following approximation for the dynamics of the integral error in the new coordinates χ:
For the sake of notational convenience, in what follows we suppress the arguments from the functions f 0 (α * ,γ,q, Φ, γ ref ) and f 1 (α * , Φ). In the new coordinates, the system (20) assumes the forṁ
Looking at the linear approximation of the system (22) around the origin, which reads aṡ
it becomes clear that, whenγ = 0, the χ-subsystem in Eq.23 is exponentially stable, and when χ = 0 theγ-subsystem is exponentially stable for k 2 large enough (recall that f 1 (α * , Φ) ≫ 0). As a result, each subsystem is input-to-state stable 22 (ISS), with linear gains given by
.
The gain of the overall interconnection is given by the product of the single gains, from which it is evident that there exists a value k * 2 > 0 such that γ 12 γ 21 < 1 for all k 2 ≥ k * 2 . As a consequence, by the small-gain theorem, the system (23) is globally exponentially stable for ∀k 2 ≥ k * 2 . As a consequence, the system (22) is locally exponentially stable as well. It should be noted that, while the linear system (23) possesses an infinite gain margin with respect to k 2 , the original nonlinear system (22) need not share the same property, due to the appearance of k 2 in the higher-order term R(ξ − k 2γ ). As a consequence, the choice of the gain k 2 must be made to achieve the largest possible domain of attraction for the origin of system (22) , for all possible values of the plant parameters. This can be accomplished using numerical optimization methods by ensuring that that the Lie derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate W 2 (γ, χ) = 1 2 γ 2 + χ 2 , evaluated along the vector field of system (22), is negative definite in a level set Ω c = {W 2 (γ, χ) ≤ c} which contains the required envelope on initial conditions, for all the considered range of the values of the plant parameters. Specifically, letting z = [γ, χ]
′ for notational convenience, and substituting (19) in equation (14), the (γ, χ)-dynamics can be written in the formż = ϕ 1 (z) +φ 1 (z,α)α .
It is assumed that k 2 has been selected such that the systemż = ϕ 1 (z) has a locally exponentially stable equilibrium at z = 0, and satisfies the uniform Lyapunov stability property 23 with respect to the Lyapunov function W 2 (z) = 1 2 z 2 . In particular, it is assumed that there exists a constant c 1 ≥ 1 such that the set Ω c1 = {z : W 2 (z) ≤ c 1 + 1} is compact, contains all the initial conditions of interest and is such that, for all values of the uncertain plant parameters,
where Υ 1 (z) is a continuous and positive definite function. Following the approach considered in Ref. 23 , the Lyapunov function W 2 (z) is modified as
so thatW 2 (z) is proper on the set Ω c1 while at the same time satisfying
for some continuous and positive definite functionΥ 1 (z). Moreover, since the stability is exponential, there exists a > 0 and r > 0 such thatΥ 1 (z) ≥ a z 2 for all z such that z < r.
C. Robust Controller for the (α, Q)-Subsystem
Next, we consider the problem of controlling the angular dynamics to regulate asymptoticallyα(t) to zero. For this purpose, the control input for the angular dynamics given by the (α, Q)-subsystem in Eq. 2 is initially selected as the pitch moment M . The approach we take for controller design is based on robust semi-global stabilization methods.
19, 23
Let k 3 > 0 be a gain parameter, and consider the change of coordinates
yielding a system of the formζ
and ϕ 2 (ζ, z) is a function vanishing at the origin. The desired value for the pitching moment is selected as
where a 0 and a 1 are such that p(λ) = λ 2 +a 1 λ+a 0 is a Hurwitz polynomial, the system (27) can be rewritten in the following form:
Since by construction F is a Hurwitz matrix for all I yy > 0, for any positive numbers I 1 < I 2 there exists a fixed symmetric and positive definite matrix P that satisfies the Lyapunov equation F ′ P + P F ≤ −I for all I yy ∈ [I 1 , I 2 ]. Applying the change of coordinates (26) to the equation (24), it is possible to group the zand ζ-system equations asż
and consider the overall Lyapunov function W 3 (z, ζ) =W 2 (z) + ζ ′ P ζ. SinceW 2 is positive definite,
∂W2
∂z | z=0 = 0 and therefore ∂W2 ∂z =ṽ 2 (z) z for some continuous functionṽ 2 (z). Moreover, since ϕ 2 (0, 0) = 0, it is possible to write
for some continuous functions ϕ 2,1 (ζ, z) and ϕ 2,2 (ζ, z). Due to the fact that the function W 3 (z, ζ) is proper on Ω c1 × R 2 , there exist constants c 2 > 0 and c 3 > 0 such that the set 0 = {(z, ζ) : c 2 ≤ W 3 (z, ζ) ≤ c 3 } is compact, and the level sets Ω c2 = {(z, ζ) :
and Ω c3 contains all initial conditions of interest. Defining
it follows that the derivative of W 3 (z, ζ) along the trajectories of the system (31) satisfieṡ
for all (z, ζ) inΩ c3 , and for all values of the plant parameters in a given compact set. As a result, there exists k * 3 > 0 such that for all k 3 > k * 3 the trajectories of system (31) when M = M d are captured by the set Ω c2 . Finally, since the set Ω c2 is contained in the domain of exponential stability, it follows that the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the system (31), with domain of attraction which includes the level set Ω c3 . In particular, it can be shown that there exists a function Υ 2 (z, ζ) which is continuous and positive definite on Ω c3 , such thatẆ
for all (z, ζ) ∈ Ω c3 .
D. Adaptive Controller for the Pitch Moment
The final step in our design is to determine the control law for δ e in such a way that
To this end, let us rewrite the thrust and moment expressions in matrix form. In particular, let Recall the expression of the pitch moment
Since δ c has been chosen as in (9), by defining
it is possible to derive the following expression for M
The choice of the update law for the parameter estimates, including those employed for the velocity controller earlier in the Section, is obtained looking at the derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate
along trajectories of the system defined by equations (5) and (31) can be obtained using equations (7) and (33) aṡ
whereθ is an estimate of θ, it follows that
whereθ =θ − θ. Therefore, the derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate W 4 satisfieṡ 
which accounts for parameter estimate errors weighted by positive definite matrices Γ 1 and Γ 2 . It is easy to check that the time derivative of W along the trajectories of the system satisfieṡ
By choosing the update laws asθ
Standard arguments 28 imply that all trajectories of the closed-loop system are bounded, and that the tracking errorsṼ (t) andγ(t) are regulated to zero asymptotically.
IV. Simulation Results
To validate the controller derived in the previous section, several simulations have been performed on the CFM model implemented in simulink . As a representative case study, the vehicle is initially at the trim condition given in the first column of Table 2 . The reference trajectory brings the vehicle to the new trim condition shown in the second column of Table 2 . The reference commands have been generated by filtering step increments in velocity and altitude by a second-order pre-filter with natural frequency ω f = 0.03 rad/s and damping factor ζ f = 0.9. The tracking reference for the flight path angle is generated using equation (8) , where the gain has been set equal to k h = 0.01. The initial conditions of the plant parameter estimates have been randomly selected within 40% of their nominal values. Finally, the controller gains are reported in Table 3 . Figure (1) shows that the tracking performance in closed-loop for the velocity, flight-path angle, and altitude, respectively. It can be seen that the tracking error for the flight-path angle converges on a faster time scale with respect to the other variable, most noticeable the altitude. The tracking performance is quite good, in spite of parameter uncertainty, and the presence of the flexible dynamics, neglected in the controller design. The flexible states remain well-behaved, as shown in Figures 2(a)-(b). Figures 2(c)-(d) show respectively the time-history of the state of the integral augmentation of the flight-path angle dynamics and two selected parameter estimates, specifically those for the stability derivative θ 10 = SC α D and the coefficient θ 15 = SC 0 D . In particular, while the estimatesθ(t) do not converge to their true values, as the reference trajectory is not sufficiently rich to ensure persistence of excitation of the regressor, the estimates are well-behaved, and settle to constant values. On the other hand, the steady-state value of the integrator converges to the trim condition α * given in the last row of Table 2 . Finally, Figures 2(d) -(e) show respectively thrust and pitch moment, and the main control inputs. The choice of a relatively low-bandwidth prefilter and a careful selections of the controller gains help maintaining both Φ(t) and δ e (t) remain within feasible limits. 
V. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the design of a robust and adaptive nonlinear controller for the longitudinal motion of a air-breathing hypersonic vehicle. In an attempt to design controllers which are robust to model uncertainty, the methodology proposed in this paper departs from the use of dynamic inversion, in favor of an approach based on sequential loop-closure. To this end, a variety of techniques ranging from adaptive control to robust semi-global gain assignment, has been utilized in the definition of appropriate intermediate control laws at each step of the design. Simulation results reported for a specific case study show the effectiveness of the methodology.
Despite being encouraging in many ways, the results presented here are to be considered preliminary, and point to much further work ahead. First of all, the presence of flexible effects must be taken into account directly at the level of control design, or at least their effect on closed-loop performance evaluated quantitatively. Second, extensive simulations should be performed on the basis of the original high-fidelity first-principle model, to validate the appropriateness of the curve-fitted model for this type of design. Since the adaptive controller tends to have a relatively high dimensionality, issues of controller order reduction should be addressed to obtain more agile controllers. Finally, the important issues of limitation in the control authority should be addressed directly at the level of controller design, to allow more aggressive maneuvers, and increase the speed or response to set-point commands. (f) Control Inputs Φ(t) (top) and δe(t) (bottom) 
